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This book offers a comprehensive linguistic analysis of contemporary US
television series. Adopting an interdisciplinary and multi-methodological
approach, Monika Bednarek brings together linguistic analysis of the
Sydney Corpus of Television Dialogue with analysis of scriptwriting
manuals, interviews with Hollywood scriptwriters, and a survey under-
taken with university students about their consumption of TV series. In
so doing, she presents five new and original empirical studies. The focus
on language use in a professional context (the television industry), on
scriptwriting pedagogy, and on learning and teaching provides an
applied linguistic lens on TV series. This is complemented by perspec-
tives taken from media linguistics, corpus linguistics, and sociocultural
linguistics/sociolinguistics. Throughout the book, multiple dialogue
extracts are presented from a wide variety of well-known fictional tele-
vision series including The Big Bang Theory, Grey’s Anatomy, and
Bones. Researchers in applied linguistics, discourse analysis, critical
discourse analysis, corpus linguistics, sociolinguistics, and media linguis-
tics will find the book both stimulating and unique in its approach. The
companion website (www.syd-tv.com) contains a wealth of additional
material.

Monika Bednarek is Associate Professor in Linguistics at The University
of Sydney, Australia. She is the author of five books including The
Discourse of New Values (2017) and The Language of Fictional Televi-
sion (2010). She is co-editor of the international, peer-reviewed journal
Functions of Language.
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Series Editors’ Preface

Television series made in the United States are sold around the world
and constitute a major influence on how English is used. Monika
Bednarek’s book is a fascinating study of dialogue from a corpus of
programmes from sixty-six US series ranging from gritty drama to
light comedy. Most readers of this book will be familiar with at least
some of these programmes. TV series of this type have been the subject
of academic research from perspectives such as media studies, but this
is one of the few books to investigate the language of such series.
The book examines dialogue in TV series from a number of angles.

Bednarek offers a detailed categorisation of the functions of such
dialogue, including narrative-related functions such as progressing
the plot or filling out character, and medium-related functions such
as endorsing products or engaging audience emotions. The discussion
and illustration of these functions reminds us that TV dialogue is an
important part of a carefully crafted artefact designed to inform,
entertain, and influence. The book then addresses the issue of how
similar TV dialogue is to naturally occurring language, taking a corpus
linguistics approach. TV dialogue needs to sound convincingly real
without necessarily replicating actual features of natural interaction.
An investigation of how this is done is supported by studies of key
words and phraseology. Bednarek also presents a close study of what
she calls non-codified language. The analysis reveals words and
phrases that are invented for individual series, as well as neologisms
that are at the leading edge of language change, existing in the com-
munity but not yet codified in any dictionary. The role of TV dialogue
in supporting such change is fascinating.
Bednarek goes beyond the study of the dialogues as text or corpus

(the dialogue as product) by conducting interviews with writers and
producers to investigate how scripts are written and produced. This
analysis gives an insight into the degree of intentionality and aware-
ness on the part of the producers that lies behind the artefact of TV
dialogue. In the final section of the book she also considers the role of
TV dialogue in two pedagogical situations: the training of script-
writers and the learning of English as a foreign or additional language.
The latter is based on questionnaires completed by students of English
in Germany. The value, and limitations, of TV dialogue as a pedagogic
resource is explored in this chapter. In addressing the production
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(by writers) of dialogue and its consumption (by viewers), Bednarek
closes the circle around the dialogue itself.

This book has much to say to researchers into language education
who are interested in the influence of television on language learning
and its potential as a pedagogic resource. Researchers into the role of
dialogue in narrative will also find much of interest here. The book
also informs researchers who take an applied linguistics approach to
the media or who wish to extend their research in that direction. A key
feature is that the methodologies used are described in detail, allowing
the studies to be replicated on other data. The book offers unique
insight into a topic that is popular in every sense, and is a welcome
addition to our series.

xii Series Editors’ Preface
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Spoiler Alert

In this book I discuss and analyse examples from many US television
series. Readers should be aware that in this process plot elements from
some series may be revealed.
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